AREA 51 LUCIFERIAN SIGNATURES
The purpose of this illustration is to layout geometrically the core Area 51 clandestine facility. It appears that the main runways are fashioned in approximate phi ratio proportion or the Golden Mean. The inclination from true North is about 40 degrees.
A double overlay of the phi ratio adjacent to it, based on the layout of the directions of key ley-lines produce a ‘pentagram’ at the core facility. There are also noticeable man-make structures such as Tetrahedron Pyramid a 3-deminsional and numerous flat pyramids carved in the desert that have unique mathematical measurements. These measurements are suggestive in approximation based off of GoogleEarth lengths. In case of the flat ‘Pole Pyramid northwest of the skull and bones Groom Lake area is about 5.55
miles. It has poles or ‘nodes’ that perhaps are acting as antennae for resonance or frequency calibrates that affect inter-dimensional transpositions. In the occult, sacred space, mathematically situated and composed can manipulate the space-time continuum.
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To some this geometric configuration
resembles an owl motif that does fit the
Luciferian Masonic iconography of
Molech their ‘god’. In the ancient Near
East this deity was associated with Ba’al
and can be traced bay to Lucifer, the
Lord of the Night and sight.
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The ore complex appears to be fixated to the phi ratio proportions.
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There are many famous personalities that have claimed to have worked directly with anti-gravity propelled
UFO technology given to the U.S. military by Grey’s/Aliens. The technology transfer has been at a cost
supposedly of permitted human and animal abductions by such ’Aliens’ that to some are in actually the
ancient Watcher's or Fallen Angel and their demonic prodigy.

Supposed ‘Sports Mode’ UFO reversed engineered, Bob Lazar.

